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Abstract
Hydrological models are necessary tools for simulating the water cycle and for understanding changes in water resources.
To achieve realistic model simulation results, real-world observations are used to determine model parameters within
a “calibration” procedure. Optimization techniques are usually applied in the model calibration step, which assures a
maximum similarity between model outputs and observations. Practical experiences of hydrological model calibration
have shown that single-objective approaches might not be adequate to tune different aspects of model simulations. These
limitations can be as a result of (i) using observations that do not sufficiently represent the dynamics of the water cycle, and/or
(ii) due to restricted efficiency of the applied calibration techniques. To address (i), we assess how adding daily Total Water
Storage (dTWS) changes derived from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) as an extra observations,
besides the traditionally used runoff data, improves calibration of a simple 4-parameter conceptual hydrological model
(GR4J, in French: mode`le du Ge´nie Rural a` 4 parame`tres Journalier) within the Danube River Basin. As selecting a proper
calibration approach (in ii) is a challenging task and might have significant influence on the quality of model simulations,
for the first time, four evolutionary optimization techniques, including the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II
(NSGA-II), the Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO), the Pareto Envelope-Based Selection Algorithm II
(PESA-II), and the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm II (SPEA-II) along with the Combined objective function and
Genetic Algorithm (CGA) are tested to calibrate the model in (i). A number of quality measures are applied to assess
cardinality, accuracy, and diversity of solutions, which include the Number of Pareto Solutions (NPS), Generation Distance
(GD), Spacing (SP), andMaximum Spread (MS). Our results indicate that according to MS and SP, NSGA-II performs better
than other techniques for calibrating GR4J using GRACE dTWS and in situ runoff data. Considering GD as a measure of
efficiency, MPSO is found to be the best technique. CGA is found to be an efficient method, while considering the statistics
of the GR4J’s 4 calibrated parameters to rank the optimization techniques. The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient
is also used to assess the predictive power of the calibrated hydrological models, for which our results indicate satisfactory
performance of the assessed calibration experiments.
Keywords Multi-objective calibration · GRACE · GR4J · Conceptual hydrological model · Evolutionary optimization
techniques · Daily total water storage
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required to better understand natural processes and assess
changes in the water cycle, and their response to climate
change and anthropogenic modifications. From a mathe-
matical point of view, hydrological modeling is the process
of describing and quantifying a “real-world system” on the
basis of forcing and input data, model parameters, and their
initial values [31].
Among different hydrological models, rainfall-runoff
models, which simply relate water input and output in
a basin, have been extensively used for studying water
resource management scenarios and prediction purposes
specially for the basins without enough data, as well as
for investigating the future variations of climate and land
use [8, 85]. The conceptual rainfall-runoff models are
usually constructed to represent the physical components
of a basin. Model parameters are selected in a way that
the properties of a basin of interest be represented as
realistic as possible. These parameters however cannot be
directly measured and should be estimated indirectly within
a so-called (parameter) “calibration” procedure [21, 31].
Generally speaking, while calibrating a model, values of
its parameters vary within a predefined range to achieve a
good agreement between model simulations and real world
observations [75].
Automatic optimization techniques are commonly
applied nowadays to estimate proper parameter (sets) for
hydrological models. For this, objective functions, which
are single valued equations, which depend on model
parameters and indicate the numerical agreement between
model simulations and observed behavior of the basin of
interest, are utilized to estimate the “best” values for model
parameters.
Practical experiences show that single-objective calibra-
tions are efficient for highlighting a certain property of a
system (i.e., a hydrological model in this study, see, e.g.,
[18, 29]). This however might lead to increasing errors in
some other characteristics. In other words, contraction of all
differences between model simulations and observations at
one variable may cause to cover or underrate the informa-
tion content of observations and prevent using all available
information [82, 83]. In a hydrological context, for exam-
ple, performing calibration using only runoff observations
adjusts model simulation towards a better runoff output,
and therefore, this does not guarantee a better simulation
of water states, for example, simulated soil moisture or
groundwater compartments.
The above limitations can potentially be addressed by
applying multi-objective calibration methods, from which
classical techniques seek to define a weighted sum of primary
single-objective functions, while the weights are defined by
users [13]. In order to ensure that all objective functions
can be improved without degrading another, recent multi-
objective techniques seek to find a representative set of
Pareto optimal solutions, and/or quantify the trade-offs in
satisfying a number of objectives, and/or finding a single
solution that satisfies particular subjective preferences [32,
35, 54, 80]. [87] explained advantages of multi-objective
calibrations and showed that these schemes are applicable
and ensure desired results in hydrological applications. Since
then, this technique has been applied in several hydrological
applications, i.e., based on weighting different objective
functions, e.g., [26, 49, 51, 53, 65, 79] and based on searching
for Pareto sets and population-based search techniques, e.g.,
[6, 10, 15, 19, 20, 34, 41, 52, 74, 82]. Efstratiadis and
Koutsoyiannis [24] reported a comprehensive summary of
the studies about multi-objective calibration techniques.
Traditionally, calibration of hydrological models has
been implemented using only river runoff observations. For
this, only few model parameters are selected to be calibrated
since otherwise the well-known equifinality likely happens
that can lead to a good fit to observations within the
calibration period but the quality of predictions might
be low [9, 72]. To mitigate this problem, some studies
assessed the application of Total Water Storage (TWS)
data from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE, [76]) satellite mission, besides in situ runoff
data, for calibrating hydrological models. GRACE TWS
data represent changes in vertical summation of all surface
and sub-surface water storage change and can be used for
assessing the evolution of terrestrial water storage changes
and climate impact assessment [23, 27, 28]. Therefore,
calibrating models against GRACE data will constrain their
mass balance, which directly and indirectly improves the
simulation of water storage and water fluxes, respectively.
(see, e.g., [70–72]). This view will be followed in this
study.
Multivariate optimization techniques have been used in
previous studies to calibrate hydrological models against
GRACE and runoff data. For example, [84] applied the
multi-objective calibration framework of -Non-dominated-
Sorting-Genetic-Algorithm-II [14, -NSGA-II,] to calibrate
the WaterGAP Global Hydrology Model [17, WGHM,].
Three large river basins of Amazon, Mississippi, and
Congo, where GRACE signals are very strong are
considered in their research. In another attempt, [86] applied
-NSGAII to calibrate the Soil and Water Assessment
Tool [4, SWAT,] model for basins in the Sub-Saharan
Africa. A step-wise calibration method, known as the
Differential Evolution Markov Chain Monte Carlo [77], is
applied in [58] to calibrate the Hydrological Predictions
for the Environment [50, HYPE,] model over the Da
River Basin. Finally, [64] applied the Multi-scale Parameter
Regionalization (MPR) technique to improve the mesoscale
Hydrologic Model ([mHM, [46, 67]) over 83 European
basins with a wide range of distinct physiographic and
hydrologic regimes.
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The GR4J model (in French, mode`le du Ge´nie Rural a`
4 parame`tres au pas de temps Journalier, [62] a simple (4-
parameter) daily continues lumped rainfall-runoff model)
is selected here to be calibrated over the Danube River
Basin (area of about 801,463 km2). The structure of GR4J
is simple, whereas the model requires few necessary input
data (precipitation and actual evapotranspiration), and only
4 model parameters need to be set for simulating water
storage and water flux. Our motivation to select Danube
is due to the fact that its area is considerably large and
its hydrological signal is strong enough to be reflected in
the GRACE data. In fact, the hydrology of the Danube
River Basin is complex, and GR4J cannot simulate it
sufficiently. For example, the GR4J version used in this
study does not account for snow accumulation and snow-
melt, which have a considerable impact in the hydrology
of the basin. This selection, however, has been intentional
as we want to investigate whether adding GRACE data
benefits storage and flux simulation of a hydrological
model, even though the model contains obvious limitations
in its structure. Once the model is successfully calibrated, it
can be used for identifying sources of temporal variability
in hydrological patterns of the study region without
going through extensive modeling efforts (see examples
in [11, 78]).
Most of previous studies apply monthly GRACE data
and a priori select an optimization technique to calibrate
their hydrological models. Recent studies by, e.g., [60]
and [30], however, indicate that GRACE data with
higher temporal resolution are beneficial for studying fast-
processing weather and hydrological signals. Therefore, in
this study, for the first time, GRACE-derived daily Total
Water Storage (dTWS) changes, instead of the commonly
used monthly or 10-day solutions, and daily in situ
runoff observations are used together to calibrate a hydro-
logical model. GRACE dTWS data contain signals related
to high frequency mass changes that do not appear in
temporally coarser GRACE data, thus, are potentially more
appropriate for calibration purposes. We also compare the
performance of five different calibration techniques to
achieve reliable sets of parameters, from which four of them
are widely used as multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
for model calibration, including the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II [14, NSGA-II,], the Multi-objective
Particle Swarm Optimization [65, MPSO,], the Pareto
Envelope-Based Selection Algorithm II [12, PESA-II,],
and the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm II (SPEA-
II, [88]). The Combined objective function and Genetic
Algorithm (CGA) as in [52] is also implemented to
combine two single optimization procedures and calibrate
GR4J against GRACE dTWS and runoff data. Selecting a
variety of optimization techniques provides an opportunity
to assess different aspects of the quality of optimized
solutions such as their cardinality, accuracy, and diversity
(see the discussions in [66]). Details of the evolutionary
optimization techniques and algorithms to implement them
are presented in the electronic supporting material (ESM).
In the following, the study region is introduced in
Section 2. In Section 3, the GR4J model is introduced,
and the relationships between model parameters, input data,
and simulated water storage and water fluxes are discussed.
In this section, we also introduce the datasets used for
forcing and calibration of GR4J. Multi-objective calibration
methods and their objective functions are presented in
Section 4, while more details can also be found in the ESM.
In Section 5, the numerical results of calibration, validation,
and comparison of different methods are presented. Finally,
the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2 Study region
The Danube River Basin, located in the Central and Eastern
Europe, is the biggest river basin of Europe after the Volga
River Basin, see Fig. 1. It is shared by 19 countries and is
very valuable from environmental, economical, historical,
and social prospective. The Danube River originates from
the two small rivers of Brigach and Breg in the Black Forest
mountains in Germany (i.e., they can be seen in the left side
of the basin in Fig. 1). After joining these two rivers, Danube
flows along a south-eastern direction with the length of
2780 km, where it is fed by at least 300 tributaries and
crosses through Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia,
Bulgaria, Moldova, and Ukraine, then on the shores of
Romania branches into three main distributaries of Chilia,
Sulina, and Saint George within an extensive delta and it
discharges to the Black Sea. The mean height of the basin
is about 475 m above the sea level and its mean annual
precipitation varies between 2300 to 400 mm, respectively
in high mountains and in the outlet delta. Mean annual
temperature of the whole basin vary from − 6.2 ◦C (in
the high mountains, Sonnblick Observatory in the Alps in
Austria) to + 12 ◦C (lowlands in the middle and lower parts
of the basin, see, e.g., [44]). Evaporation is high in the
central parts due to the high range of rainfall combined with
high temperatures, e.g., 725 and 700 mm/year, respectively,
in the Valley Sava, north of Dinarides, and the slopes of
the Carpathian Mountains. Rates of evaporation in most
of other regions vary between 500 and 650 mm/year, and
the lowest rate is reported to be 100 mm/year within the
very high mountains of the central Alps. The basin contains
glacier-covered mountains thus snow pack accumulation is
expected to play a role in generating runoff. This impact,
however, has not been accounted for in the GR4J model
used here. Using this setup, we will assess whether adding
GRACE data in the calibration step can improve simulations
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Fig. 1 Map of the Danube River Basin (taken from [25]). This map
contains the main information about the Danube river basin, e.g.,
Danube river path and its main tributaries, topographic, national
boundaries, and major cities. The two beginning tributaries of Danube,
Brighach and Breg, are depicted in the western part of the basin
of a model with obvious structural limitations. Table 1
summarizes the long-term average of basin water balance
components [69]. More environmental details about the
region can be found under https://www.icpdr.org/main/.
3Model and data
3.1 The GR4Jmodel
GR4J is a simple rainfall-runoff model and belongs to the fam-
ily of hydrological models that focus on the soil moisture
compartment [62]. Maximum capacity of production store
(X1, mm), groundwater exchange coefficient (X2, mm),
maximum capacity of non-linear routing store (X3, mm);
and time base of the unit hydrograph (X4, days) are its four
parameters ([22]; [61]). The typical input of GR4J is pre-
cipitation and evapotranspiration. It can also be calibrated
relatively quickly, therefore, various versions of this model
have already been successfully used in different regions
(e.g., [3, 7, 16, 37, 38, 48, 63]).
The structure of the model is very simple and consists
of a soil moisture accounting reservoir, a water exchange
function in the production module, two unit hydrographs,
and a non-linear routing store in the transfer part of the
model. From the 4 parameters, X1 and X2 are related to
the water balance and the other parameters are related to
the transferring of water. All four parameters accept real
numbers, where X1 and X3 are always positive, X4 is
greater than 0.5, and X2 accepts zero and also positive and
negative numbers [62]. Figure 2 shows the general structure
of GR4J and its description can be found in the following.
Given P (an estimation of the catchment precipitation)
and E (a mean inter-annual of potential evapotranspiration)
as the input for GR4J model, according to the GR4J
flowchart (Fig. 2), first the values of net precipitation (Pn)
and net evapotranspiration (En) are calculated. Then, the
fraction of Pn and En, which goes to the production
Table 1 Long-term average of
the Danube River Basin water
balance components [69]
Long-term mean values (mm year−1)
Precipitation Evaporation Runoff Balance Error Runoff Coefficient Discharge
(P ) (E) (Q) d = (P − E − Q)/P a = Q/P m3s−1
816 547 264 +0.60 0.32 6841
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Fig. 2 Digram of the GR4J rainfall-runoff model (taken from [62])
reservoir (respectively Ps and Es), are computed using
Eqs. 1 and 2 as
Ps = X1
(
1 − ( S
X1 )
2
)
.tanh(Pn
X1 )
1 + S
X1 .tanh(
Pn
X1 )
, (1)
and
Es = S
(
2 − ( S
X1 )
2
)
.tanh(En
X1 )
1 + (1 − S
X1 ).tanh(
En
X1 )
. (2)
The production store level is updated through S = S −
Es + Ps. Then, the amount of percolation (Perc) coming
from the production store is calculated using Eq. 3, and
the production store level is then again updated through
S = S − Perc. It is predefined that 90% of water
quantity that finally reaches to the routing part of the model
(Pr = Perc + (Pn − Ps)) being routed by the first unit
hydrograph (HU1), and the remaining 10% by second unit
hydrograph (HU2). These two unite hydrographs depend on
the parameter X4. The hydrograms ordinates are calculated
from the S curves (the accumulation of the proportion of
unit rainfall treated by the hydrogram in function of time),
respectively named SH1 and SH2, which at time t are
defined by Eqs. 4 and 5, respectively.
Perc = S
{
1 −
[
1 + (4
9
S
X1
)4]
−1
4
}
, (3)
SH1(t) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
0 if t ≤ 0
( t
X4 )
5
2 if 0 < t < X4
1 if t ≤ X4
, (4)
SH2(t) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if t ≤ 0
1
2 (
t
X4 )
5
2 if 0 < t < X4
1 − 12 (2 − tX4 )
5
2 if X4 < t < 2X4
1 if t ≤ 2X4
, (5)
The ordinates of HU1 and HU2 are then obtained from
UH1(j) = SH1(j) − SH1(j − 1) and UH2(j) =
SH2(j)−SH2(j −1), respectively with j being an integer.
The output of these unit hydrographs (Q9 and Q1) is
calculated for each time step i, using Eqs. 6 and 7 that are
Q9(i) = 0.9
l∑
k=1
UH1(k).Pr(i − k + 1), (6)
and
Q1(i) = 0.1
m∑
k=1
UH2(k).Pr(i − k + 1), (7)
where l= int(X4)+1 and m= int(2.X4)+1, with int (.)
representing the integer part. The amount of groundwater
loss/gain (F , i.e., groundwater exchange term) is calculated
in Eq. 8
F = X2( R
X3
)
7
2 , (8)
which R is the routing store level and F is positive in case
of a gain, and negative in case of a loss, or null. The level in
the routing store is updated by adding the Q9 output of the
hydrogram HU1 and F as R = max(0;R + Q9 + F) and
then, it empties in an output Qr given in Eq. 9,
Qr = R.
{
1 −
[
1 +
( R
X3
)4]
−1
4
}
. (9)
The level in the routing store is updated to R = R − Qr
and the output Q1 of the hydrogram HU2 goes through
the same exchanges to give the flow component Qd=max
(0;Q1 + F). Finally, the total runoff Q is estimated as
Q = Qr + Qd . (10)
Selecting a priori values for model parameters is usually
done experimentally or according to the literature. Since
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GR4J is a conceptual model, the range of its parameters
should be modified to enable a realistic simulation of runoff
within the study area. Therefore, in this study, to setup
the calibration of GR4J over the Danube River Basin, we
run numerical experiments, in which the range of model
parameters (X1 to X4) is changed and the correlation with
existing runoff data is estimated. After several trials, we
conclude that the following ranges: 50 mm< X1 <4000
mm, -15 mm< X2 <15 mm, 20 mm< X3 < 3500 mm
and 0.5 days< X4 < 30 days are suitable for the Danube
Basin, i.e. the correlation coefficient between the GR4J’s
runoff and observations is not negative. Also in this study,
the initial values of “production store” and “routing store”
are considered as two unknown parameters X5 and X6,
respectively, which represents the percentage of the volume
of these two stores that are full. Thus, their values can vary
between 0 and 100%.
3.2 Calculating Total Water Storage (TWS) changes
from GR4J
As mentioned before (in Section 3.1), GR4J contains two
storage tanks, two unit hydrographs, as well as percolation
and water exchange function for each day of its simulation.
GR4J-derived Total Water Storage (TWS) is computed as
the amount of water stored in the production store and
routing store (respectively S and R) at the end of each
day. The other two components are the remaining water in
unite hydrographs (HU1 and HU2) during the simulation
process at the end of each day, which are shown here
by V and W , respectively. For the study basin, the daily
model-based TWS at time t was calculated as:
TWSt = St + Rt + Vt + Wt . (11)
Basin averaged TWS anomalies (dTWS) are computed as
a difference between daily TWS (TWSt ) and the temporal
mean of TWS (TWS) during 2003-2010 as:
dTWSt = TWSt − TWS. (12)
Figure 3 depicts the simulation calculations using GR4J
and indicates how the inputs of this model relate to the
simulation results (i.e., runoff and total water storage)
regarding the model parameters. It is also shown fromwhich
part of the model each component of TWS (named here
model states) is taken. This flowchart shows the generation
of runoff (Q) and TWS, while indicating the non-linear
relationship between the parameters X1 to X4 and the
model outputs Q and TWS. Basically by introducing daily
precipitation minus evapotranspiration and knowing the
current value of production store level (X5 for the beginning
of simulation or S from the previous time step) and its
maximum level (named X1), it is determined how much
water stays in the production store (S) and how much
water reaches the routing parts (unit hydrographs shown
by HU1 and HU2). The amount of remaining water in
the unite hydrographs (HU1 and HU2) during the daily
simulation process forms V andW values, which depend on
the previous outputs (Pr ) and the parameter X4. In the last
part, i.e., the non-linear routing store, the amount of water
that leaves the basin is calculated, which is related to the
X2, X3 and current value of routing store level (X6 for the
beginning of simulation or R from the previous time step).
The new level of the routing store (R) and its output (Qr ,
which is formed in the first unit hydrograph) are calculated
and finally the sum of this part and the outgoing water flow
of the second unit hydrograph (shown by Qd ) generates the
GR4J’s final simulated runoff (Q).
3.3 Climate data
To run GR4J, the input data of precipitation and evapo-
transpiration within the Danube River Basin is extracted
from daily 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ gridded data of the European Cen-
ter for Medium rangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF). E-OBS
daily gridded observations are used for precipitation. Evap-
otranspiration data are calculated following [36] using tem-
perature observations. The version 8 of these data cover
1950-01-01 to 2012-12-31.
In this study, daily runoff data of Ceatal Izmail station is
downloaded from the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC),
Koblenz, Germany, and used for calibration and validation
of the GR4J model. The station is located at the outlet of the
Danube River Basin with geographical position 45.22 ◦N
and 28.73 ◦E (http://grdc.bafg.de/). Figure 4 shows the mean
precipitation, temperature, and evapotraspiration during
2000–2010. The position of the Ceatal Izmail station and
the Danube River is also shown (see also Fig. 1).
3.4 GRACE data
GRACE (Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment, [76])
satellite mission measures global changes in the Earth’s
gravity field, which are mainly caused by changes in the
terrestrial water storage. GRACE data can be converted to
Total Water Storage (TWS) changes, that over continents
mainly reflect surface and sub-surface water storage
changes. Therefore, GRACE TWS is applied here, beside
the in situ river runoff data, to calibrate the GR4J model.
In this study, ITSG-Grace2016 daily GRACE gravity
field data, up to degree and order 40 [42], are used to
calculate daily TWS changes (dTWS). This data cover 2003
onwards and are updated continuously. Since our forcing
data are only available from 2000 to 2010, daily ITSG-
Grace2016 data of 2003 to 2010 are converted to basin-
averaged dTWS following [47]. Figure 5 shows the time
series and its comparison with the observed river runoff
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of the GR4J’s
computational procedure, which
shows how the input
observations (precipitation, P ,
and potential evapotranspiration,
E) are related to the outputs of
GR4J (i.e., runoff, Q, and Total
Water Storage, TWS). After
each day, TWS is calculated by
summation of existing water on
the 4 different parts of GR4J
model i.e.,
TWS = S + V + W + R
=
. 2 −
1
. tanh
1
1 + 1 −
1
. tanh
1
=
1. 1 −
1
. tanh
1
1 +
1
. tanh
1
S=S+PS-ES
= . 1 − 1 +
4
9 1
.
S=S-PercS
YesNo
Inputs (P, E)
P-E >0= −  ; = 0 = −  ; = 0 
= max (0; 1 + )
= +
TWS = S + V + W + R
= 2(
3
) .R
= max (0; + 9 + )
= . 1 − 1 +
3
.
R=R-Qr
W
UH2(t)=SH2(t,X4)-SH2(t-1,X4)
1( ) = 0.1 2( ). Pr ( − + 1)
SH2 = SH2(t,X4)V
9( ) = 0.9 1( ). Pr ( − + 1)
UH1(t)=SH1(t,X4)-SH1(t-1,X4)
SH1 = SH1(t,X4)
= − +
0.10.9
at the outlet of the Danube River (Ceatal Izmail station).
Although the plotted variables have different ranges, a high
correlation coefficient of 0.78 is estimated between the
time series. This strong correlation of daily river runoff
anomalies and TWS anomalies suggests that river water
constitutes a large part of the dTWS variation during the
peaks of runoff, when other water storages are at (near)
capacity and cannot absorb additional inputs of runoff or
precipitation [30]. Also from Fig. 5, one can detect a time
delay between changes in water storage and river runoff.
This is possibly due to the fact GRACE data represents an
average storage change in the whole basin but the runoff is
measured here at the outlet of the Danube River. Differences
in the property of these two measurements and the fact that
runoff flows through the basin justifies this delay.We should
also mention here that the high correlation between river
runoff and dTWS does not harm the calibration of GR4J,
since GRACE dTWS data are used to calibrate the sum of
water states (S+V +W+R in Fig. 3), and runoff calibrates
the remaining water that fluxes out of model (Q in Fig. 3).
As a result, the objective functions that are formulated to
use these data for model calibration are different from each
other as will be shown later.
A summary of the datasets used in this study is reported
in Table 2. Since GR4J is a daily model, we try to use
daily data in this study. Also the used climate data (forcing
data including precipitation and temperature) are gridded
datasets with 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ spatial resolution, which are
averaged over the Danube basin. Precipitation data and
calculated evapotraspiration used as input data to run GR4J
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Fig. 4 Average precipitation (mm/day), average temperature (◦C) and
average evapotranspiration (mm/day) within the Danube River Basin
during the study period (2000-2010). The red line defines the basin’s
boundary, the black line represents the Danube River. The red triangle
represents the Ceatal Izmail station position. X and Y axes represent
the longitude and latitude in degree (◦), respectively
model and runoff together with basin-averaged GRACE
dTWS are used for calibrating the model and validating its
simulation results.
3.5 Comparing GRACE- and GR4J- Total Water
Storage (TWS) changes
Figure 6 shows the dTWS anomalies simulated by GR4J
within the Danube River Basin during the study period
after calibration of GR4J using only runoff observations
(blue) and its difference with GRACE time series of dTWS
(that of Fig. 5), which is shown here in red. The results
indicate a weak agreement between TWS observations and
model simulations (correlation coefficient of 0.52), and
their differences reach up to 121.7 mm in high peaks, e.g., in
2006 (see Fig. 6). Therefore, the model must be calibrated
before being used for hydrological assessments.
4 Calibration techniques
4.1 Concept of single- andmulti-objective
calibration
Optimization methods in general can be used in a
single-objective or multi-objective mode according to the
formulation of problem. The former methods search for the
optimum of one specific objective function and are defined
as the minimization (or maximization) of a scalar objective
function F(θ ). Finding the best solution corresponds to
the minimum or maximum value of an objective function
is the main goal of a single-objective optimization. This
type of optimization is a useful tool for exploring the
nature of problems, but are not able to provide a set of
alternative solutions that trade different objectives against
each other. On the contrary, in multi-objective optimization,
there is no single optimal solution and the goal is to find
a set of solutions, which simultaneously optimize more
than one (conflicting) objective functions that measure
individual process descriptions. The interaction among
different objectives leads to a set of compromised solutions,
largely known as the trade-off, non-dominated, non-inferior
or Pareto-optimal solutions [68]. According to [53], multi-
objective model calibration can be performed on the basis
of multi-variable measurements (e.g., groundwater level,
river runoff or water content), multi-site measurements
(i.e. several measurement sites of the same variable
distributed within the catchment), and multi-response
modes (i.e. designing objective functions that measure
various responses of the hydrological processes such as
the general water balance, peak flows, and low flows). A
multi-objective calibration problem can be formulated as:
min[F1(θ),F2(θ), ...,Fm(θ)], θ ∈ , (13)
where Fi (θ), i = 1, 2, ...,m are different objective func-
tions. Equation 13 is a constrained optimization problem
since the values of θ are limited to the feasible parame-
ter space  and each model parameter has a minimum and
maximum. These limits are specified according to physical
and mathematical constraints, information about physical
characteristics of the system and simulation experiments
[45, 52, 53]. Here, θ contains the GR4J’s parameters, i.e.,
X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6, while the parameter space, i.e.,
, is defined based on the upper and lower bounds of these
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Fig. 5 Daily Total Water
Storage changes (dTWS) from
GRACE averaged within the
Danube River Basin (blue, left
y-axis) and runoff anomalies at
the Ceatal Izmail station located
at the Danube River Basin outlet
(red, right y-axis)
parameters defined in Section 3.1. Both single- and multi-
objective calibration methods are applied in this study to
estimate these parameters, whose corresponding objective
functions are introduced in the next section.
4.2 Objective function(s)
In this study, runoff and dTWS changes (anomalies)
are applied to calibrate GR4J based on single-objective
optimization methods and multi-variable measurements for
multi-objective optimization methods, which the Nash-
Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NS, [57]) is used
to verify the results. NS coefficient, which has extensively
been used in hydrological applications, is a normalized
measure calculated as:
NS = 1 − (
∑n
i=1 Yobsi − Y simi )2
(
∑n
i=1 Yobsi − Ymean)2
, (14)
where Yobsi and Y
sim
i are observed and simulated values,
respectively, and Ymean stands for the temporal mean
of n (number of days used for calibration) observations
(Yobsi ). In this study, observations (Y
obs
i ) can be either
runoff or GRACE dTWS anomalies and are used separately
to calculate two objective functions, i.e., NSdTWS =
1 − (dTWSGRACEi −dTWSsimulatedi )2
(dTWSGRACEi −dTWSmean GRACE)2
and NSQ = 1 −
(QObservedi −Qsimulatedi )2
(QObservedi −Qmean Observed)2
, where Q stands for runoff. The
NS values vary between −∞ and 1.0, where 1.0 is
the optimum value and indicates the full compliance
between observations and simulations. Values between
0.0 and 1.0 are generally viewed as acceptable levels
of performance, whereas negative values indicates that
the mean observed value is a better predictor than the
simulated value, and generally interpreted as unacceptable
performance [56]. Considering (14), it is clear that the
optimization using dTWS and runoff likely yields different
results. This is because for dTWS one replace the values
of Eq. 11 will be used but for runoff we use Eq. 10,
which itself depends on model runs as described in
Section 3.1. In Eq. 14, the observations dTWSsimulatedi
and Qsimulatedi are related to their equivalents simulated
by GR4J. In other words, the values of model parameters
(θ = [X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6]T ) are calculated using the
objective functions of F1(θ) = NSdTWS(θ) and F2(θ) =
NSQ(θ).
Table 2 Summary of the datasets used in this study
Product Type Spatial Resolution Temporal Coverage Data used
[lat x lon] Resolution
GRACE TWS ITSG-Grace2016 basin averaged Daily Global 2003-2010
Climate Data Forcing 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ Daily Europe 2000-2010
(E-OBS)
Runoff In situ Daily Cetal-Izmail 2000-2010
(GRDC) Stations Station
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Fig. 6 Daily TWS (dTWS) anomalies simulated by GR4J within the
Danube River Basin during January 2003 to December 2010. We
used 161.32, 13.43, 914.18 and 12.08 for X1 to X4, respectively, that
are estimated by calibrating GR4J against (only) runoff observations.
Daily TWS simulated by GR4J is shown in blue. Daily differences
of basin averaged GRACE dTWS and those simulated by GR4J are
shown in red. A maximum difference of 121.7 (mm) is detected in the
2006 peak. GRACE dTWS time series is shown in Fig. 5
4.3 Evolutionary calibrationmethods
In this paper, five multi-objective evolutionary algorithms
are used, where in Section 4.3.1, we combine two objective
functions and in the other four the two objective functions
are independently optimized to derive one set of calibrated
parameters for the GR4J model (Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.3,
4.3.4, and 4.3.5). Parameter values for implementing these
optimization technique are provided in Section 5.
4.3.1 Calibration using a Combined objective function
and Genetic Algorithm (CGA)
CGA is a multi-objective technique, which can be
considered as an extension of an ordinary genetic algorithm
(GA). In other words, using CGA, it is possible to combine
a number of single- objective optimization techniques and
solve them using the GA process. Here, we construct
a combined objective function (COF) using the NS
coefficients of runoff and dTWS as
COF = 2
√
(1 − NSQ)2 + (1 − NSdTWS)2. (15)
which represent the Euclidean distance to the optimum
solution, i.e., NSQ = 1 and NSdTWS = 1 with NS
being computed from Eq. 14. Equation 15 is optimized by a
ordinary GA, whose description can found in the following.
GA starts with an initial population, consisting of
individual solutions named chromosomes, which are formed
by genes (decision variables). GA repeatedly modifies this
population in a way that at each step, random samples
are selected from the current population to be parents, and
they are used to produce new samples (children) for the
next generation. Over successive generations (iterations),
populations converge and yield an optimum solution.
GA can be applied to solve a variety of optimization
problems that are not well suited for standard optimization
algorithms, including problems, in which the objective
function is discontinuous, non-differentiable, stochastic, or
highly nonlinear [2]. Procedures involved in a GA can be
summarized in 6 steps that are as follows:
Step (1) Initialization, where the procedure starts by set-
ting the iteration index (t) to 1, and randomly
generating N solutions to form the first popula-
tion (P 1), and subsequently evaluating the fitness
of solutions in P 1. In the case of hydrological
model calibration, a population containsN sets of
model parameters. A pre-defined objective func-
tion (e.g., NC coefficient in Eq. 14) is used to
evaluate each solution.
Step (2) Selection, which allows the fittest individuals to
pass their gens to the next generation and improve
the general fitness. Two pairs of individuals
(parents) with high fitness have higher chance
to be selected for reproduction. There are a few
different selection methods, but with similar idea,
exist, which include the proportional selection,
selection based on ranking, tournament selection,
and roulette wheel [39].
Step (3) Crossover, which provides the chance to generate
new individuals by combining their properties.
This is hoped to help achieving an even fitter
solution than the one derived from parents.
Step (4) Mutation, which introduces a randomness prop-
erty into the genes of population and avoids
generating identical populations.
Step (5) Fitness assignment, which evaluates and assigns a
fitness value to each solution based on evaluating
its objective function.
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Step (6) If the stopping criterion is satisfied, it terminates
the search and returns to the current population,
else, sets t=t+1 and goes to Step 2.
4.3.2 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II)
NSGA-II is a multi-objective evolutionary optimization
algorithm, which was introduced by [14]. Elitism is
implemented in the NSGA-II’s multi-objective search to
preserve the best members of generated model parameters.
A GA is then applied to generate new sets, and subsequently,
the crowding distance (an estimate of the density of
solutions surrounding a particular solution), and the
crowded comparison operator are respectively applied to
estimate the density of solutions in the objective space
and guide the selection process towards a uniformly spread
Pareto-frontier (see, e.g., [5]). Generally speaking, NSGA-
II contains two main features that are (1) the use of a
Pareto ranking mechanism to classify solutions and (2) a
density estimator known as crowding distance to maintain
the diversity among the individual solutions [43]. The 6
steps of GA (in Section 4.3.1) are modified and extended
to 8-steps in the NSGA-II algorithm. The procedure is
described in Section 1 of the EMS.
4.3.3 Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a search method
that yields (a near) optimal solution for an optimization
problem [40]. PSO searches the feasible space suing
a population of solutions instead of a single point to
find the optimal solution. In principle, within PSO, each
particle moves around the space based on its position
and velocity direction and improves its position using
the particles’ own experience (cognitive information) and
observation of neighbors (social information). Best response
are discovered and used to guide the movements in
the next iterations. [55] extended the PSO strategy to
solve multi-objective problems, thus generating the Multi-
objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) technique.
The structure of MPSO implemented in this study follows
the one proposed by [1], and the algorithm can be found in
Section 2 of the EMS.
4.3.4 Pareto Envelope-Based Selection Algorithm II (PESA-II)
PESA-II is a multi-objective evolutionary optimization
algorithm, which uses the mechanism of GA together with a
selection based on Pareto envelope and an external archive
to store the approximated Pareto solutions. Parents and
offspring are selected from the external archive using grids
that created based on the geographical distribution of the
archive members. Populations of solutions is PESA-II are
maintained, whereas the size of internal population is fixed,
and that of external population is non-fixed but limited.
The task of internal population is to explore new solutions,
and to achieve this by the standard evolutionary algorithm
processes of reproduction and variation (i.e., crossover and
mutation). The purpose of the external population is to store
and exploit good solutions, which is done by maintaining
a large and diverse set of the non-dominated solutions
discovered during the search. Both elitism and diversity
preservation mechanisms are considered in PESA-II. In this
paper, the implementation steps of PESA-II follow that of
[12], which are described in Section 3 of the EMS.
4.3.5 Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm II (SPEA-II)
SPEA-II belongs to the field of evolutionary multiple
objective algorithms, which uses an initial and an archive
population. At the start, random initial and archive
populations with fixed size are generated. The fitness
value of each individual in the initial population and
archive is calculated per iteration. Next, all non-dominated
solutions of initial and external population are copied to the
external set of the next iteration (new archive). Using an
environmental selection procedure, the size of each archive
is set to a predefined limit. Afterwards, mating pool is
filled with the solutions resulted from performing binary
tournament selection on the new archive set. Finally, cross-
over and mutation operators are applied to the mating pool
and the new initial population is generated. If any of the
stopping criteria is satisfied the non-dominated individuals
in the new archive forms the Pareto-optimal set. The
structure of SPEA-II algorithm following [88] is explained
in Section 4 of the EMS.
4.4 Solution selection from Pareto front set
Multi-objective optimization techniques enable us to esti-
mate several sets of non-dominated solutions. To apply this
in practice, users need to execute (for example hydrological)
models and run optimization techniques with specific goals.
Finally, they should be able to select a set of model param-
eters from the Pareto front set as “calibrated” parameters,
which are those with minimum distance (dR) to the refer-
ence solution placed at the top of the optimization ranking
as
dR(f, z) = (
M∑
m=1
|fm(x) − zm|)1/p, (16)
where zm is the reference solution of the optimization
problem. Since in this study the NS coefficient of runoff
and dTWS are used as objective functions and the optimal
value of NS is 1, the reference solution corresponds to
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z1 = 1 and z2 = 1. In Eq. 16, the Euclidean distance
(which implies p = 2) is used to estimate distances to the
reference solution. Besides fm are the objective functions
and m (m = 2) is the number of functions, thus we have:
f1 = NSQ and f2 = NSdTWS .
4.5 Metrics for comparison of different algorithm
results
The quality of results derived from multi-objective opti-
mization, where two or more conflicting objective func-
tions exist, can be assessed by different metrics, which
can broadly categorized as accuracy, diversity, and car-
dinality metrics [59]. In general, an acceptable accuracy
can be achieved by implementing a search towards the
Pareto-optimal region, while the diversity requires a search
along the Pareto-optimal front, and the techniques with
larger number of valid results ensure cardinality. Therefore,
these three criteria are considered here while discussing
(dis)advantages of optimization algorithms applied here. In
this study, four common metrics are applied, which include:
number of Pareto solutions (NPS), generational distance
(GD), spacing (SP), and maximum spread (MS). From
these, NPS investigates the cardinality of algorithms, GD
represents the accuracy, and the other two metrics indicate
the diversity of final solutions of each algorithms.
• Number of Pareto solutions (NPS) indicates how many
Pareto optimal solutions are found and is a cardinality
metric; thus, a greater NPS number indicates that the
algorithm is better suited to achieve this goal.
• Generational distance (GD) is an indicator of mean
distance of Pareto solutions from a known Pareto-
optimal value as
GD = 1
nS
(
nS∑
i=1
d2i )
1/2, (17)
where nS indicates how many sets of non-dominated
solutions are found and di is the minimum Euclidean
distance (measured in objective space) between i-th
solution and Pareto-optimal front solution. Thus, better
optimization algorithms provide lower GD [81]. Thus,
GD has been commonly used in different studies to
measure the accuracy of optimization methods [66].
• Spacing (SP), suggested by [73], is a relative distance
between consecutive solutions in the obtained non-
dominated set. This metric is defined as
SP =
√√√
√ 1
nS
nS∑
i=1
(di − d)2, (18)
where di and d are calculated as
di = min
k∈nS ∧ k =i
M∑
m=1
(| f im − f km), (19)
and
d =
nS∑
i=1
(
di
nS
), (20)
with d representing the minimum value of the sum of
absolute differences between the i-th solution (f im) and
any other solutions (f km) in the non-dominated set. An
algorithm with a smaller SP indicates that the solutions
are distributed (nearly) uniformly, making it a good
measure to evaluate diversity.
• Maximum Spread (MS), is a metric to measure the
length of the diagonal of a hyperbox formed by
the extreme objective function observed in the non-
dominated set. In the case of two objective problems,
this metric corresponds to the Euclidean distance
between the two extreme solutions (fm) as
MS =
√√√
√
M∑
m=1
( max
i=1:nS
f im − min
i=1:nS
f im)
2. (21)
Thus, MS measures diversity and range of values covered
by the final solutions set of multi-objective optimization
algorithms. Larger maximum spread values indicate the
better performance of these algorithms.
5 Results
5.1 GR4J parameters and their sensitivity
First, we assess how the variation of GR4J parameters
affect its simulation results. Therefore, we change model
parameters, and run the model and evaluate the changes in
the model outputs and states, i.e., daily runoff, daily TWS
anomalies (dTWS) and its compartments. As mentioned
in Section 3, the initial values of “production store” and
“routing store” are also considered as two new unknown
parameters X5 and X6, respectively, beside the GR4J’s
original 4 model parameters X1 to X4 (maximum capacity
of production store, groundwater exchange coefficient,
maximum capacity of non-linear routing store, and time
base of the unit hydrograph). By default, these parameters
are initialized by the warm up period of model initialization.
Introducing them as new parameters, therefore, allows us
to assess their effects (together with other parameters) on
model simulations.
Our assessments are implemented by perturbing one
parameter and setting the other five to their nominal
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values. The ensemble of perturbed parameters is created by
applying a Monte-Carlo sampling approach as:
αi = αnom + i, i = 1 : 50, (22)
where αnom and i are respectively the nominal value
of each parameter and the generated disturbed value. In
Eq. 22, i is selected from a normal distribution with
the standard deviation d that is calculated as d =
0.1 (min(αnom − αmin, αmax − αnom)) with αmax and αmin
being the maximum and minimum of the parameter values,
respectively.
Generated ensembles in Eq. 22 are propagated by
running the model from January 2003 to December 2007,
and the period of 2008–2010 is used for validation. Detailed
graphs are presented in the ESM (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and
11) showing the temporal evolution of state simulations
due to changes in model parameters. The results are also
summarized in Table 3, which indicate that the impact of X1
(maximum capacity of production store) and X3 (maximum
capacity of non-linear routing store) on the model derived
dTWS changes is bigger than other parameters since they
directly change the state variables (compare Figs. 6 and 8
of ESM with the rest). We also show that X1 (Fig. 6 of
ESM) affects all components of the dTWS, while X3 (Fig. 8
of ESM) only affects the routing store component. As
expected X4 (the time base of the unit hydrograph) has
no effect on the production store (S, see Fig. 9 of ESM).
Runoff is influenced by all four main parameters (X1 to
X4), from which the influence of X4 on the magnitude of
runoff is much smaller than the others (compare Fig. 9 of
the ESM with the rest). Values in Table 3 also indicate that
the new added parameters X5 and X6 affect the simulation
of dTWS, but their impacts are less than that of X1 and
X3. The additional parameters X5 and X6 are found to be
effective only in the first 1–2 years of model simulations
(Figs. 10 and 11 of the ESM). Particularly, it can be seen
that perturbing X5 changes all model states and it has the
biggest impact on the simulated dTWS and S. The greatest
influence of X6 is observed on S (and consequently dTWS)
and runoff. Nevertheless, one can conclude that the warm
up period has an impact on the GR4J’s simulation of water
storages.
In the following, we calibrate the GR4J model using 6
parameters (i.e., θ is [X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6]T in Eq. 13)
separately one time using only runoff data and the other
time by applying GRACE dTWS data. Details of parameters
selected for running the genetic algorithms are summarized
in Table 4. A single-objective calibration is implemented to
assess the impact of separate calibration of GR4J against
GRACE dTWS and runoff, whose results are shown in
Table 5. From numerical values, one can conclude that
considering the warm-up period (X5 and X6) might have
an impact on the estimation of model parameters but it
does not significantly change the NS coefficient using either
of runoff or dTWS. It is worth mentioning that we also
run the model using 3 years (2000–2003) for warm up,
Fig. 7 Last iteration Pareto
archive solutions (red strikes)
and its selected solution (blue
point) of the best run for each
algorithm, NSGA-II (top-left),
MPSO (top-right), PESA-II
(bottom-left), and SPEA-II
(bottom-right)
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Fig. 8 An overview of variations
in the objective function
corresponding to the optimum
solution (NS from runoff is
shown by the blue dashed line
and the red dot-line corresponds
to that of dTWS), and distance
changes of the selected solution
objective to the optimal
objective through various
iterations. Results are orders as
NSGA-II (top-left), MPSO (top-
right), PESA-II (middle-left),
SPEA-II (middle-right), and
CGA (bottom)
and calibrate only the 4 original parameters of X1-X4 (i.e.,
θ is [X1, X2, X3, X4]T in Eq. 13). Our results indicate
that although the estimated parameters during these two
process are not the same, the resulted NS coefficients after
calibration with runoff and dTWS anomalies are very close,
see Table 5. Therefore, we conclude that in application
with limited data for warming up the GR4J, the two new
parameters (X5 and X6) can be introduced as initial values
of storages, and their optimum values can be estimated from
the calibration step without harming the accuracy of model
simulations.
From the above experiments, we conclude that estimated
parameters derived by calibrating against dTWS do not
necessarily provide an acceptable runoff simulations and
vise versa. For example, we derive a NS coefficient of 0.72
using dTWS data while calibrating 4 parameters (X1-X4).
Using these parameters to run GR4J, however, yields runoff
simulations with the NS coefficient of -3.16. In another try,
we calibrate all 6 parameters against runoff, which yields
the NS of 0.61. Running the model using these parameters,
however, results in dTWS simulations with the NS of 0.32.
These results motivate an application of the multi-objective
calibrations methods to estimate model parameters using
both dTWS and runoff observations.
5.2 Multi-objective calibration of GR4J
and uncertainty of its parameters
In this study, the parameters of algorithms are tuned before
the optimization process and the most appropriate parameter
values of the multi-objective optimization algorithms for
calibrating GR4J are determined by running a series of
trial-and-error experiments. All parameters are set to a
priori values that are summarized in Table 6. In fact,
within different runs, the evolutionary algorithms estimate
a variety of solutions and it is very rare that different
runs estimate the same solutions due to the essence of
evolutionary algorithms. Therefore, to obtain an estimation
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Fig. 9 Top: Simulated runoff
derived from GR4J using
optimized parameters from
different optimization
algorithms and their
comparisons with in situ runoff
(black dotted line). Down: GR4J
simulated dTWS anomalies and
their comparisons with basin
averaged GRACE dTWS (black
dotted line). Results correspond
to the Danube River Basin
during the calibration and
validation period (2003-2010)
of parameter uncertainty and to assess the ability of each
method to discover the same solutions during various
runs, each multi-objective calibration algorithm is run 50
times, which 50 was set based on the trade-off between
computational time and simulation accuracy. (details of
the optimization setup is summarized in Table 6). [56]
showed that model performance can be evaluated as
“satisfactory” for a monthly time step if NS > 0.50.
Since the GR4J simulates daily hydrological outputs, by
converting its daily simulation to the monthly time step
during some comparison experiments, it is find that NS=0.5
in monthly time step is almost equal to 0.4 in daily one.
Therefore, in this study, the model runs with NS more
than 0.4 are regarded as satisfactory runs (SR). These
runs are then used to calculate uncertainties of the model
parameters.
The results during the calibration period 2003–2007 are
summarized in Tables 7 and 8. The optimum parameters
are then used to run the model during the validation
period of 2008–2010. The results indicate that some of
the model runs in the validation period are inefficient and
their NS coefficient are unacceptable; thus, the statistics
are calculated after excluding those runs with NS < 0.4.
Tables 9 and 10 provide the results of the validation period
with σ and σ˜ to be standard deviation and normalized
standard of the GR4J parameters, respectively.
According to the results in Table 7, one can see that
SPEA-II and PESA-II provide the most successful measures
for calibrating GR4J. MPSO has the minimum number
of satisfactory runs, and SPEA-II result to the maximum
number of successful calibration runs, i.e., just 31 runs of
the MPSO calibration accepted through the 50 different
runs while this number increased to 49 for SPEA-II. For
a better comparison of parameter uncertainty, estimated
standard deviation for each parameter is divided to its
variation range and is called “normal standard deviation” of
that parameters (shows by σ˜ ). Estimated normal standard
deviation of X4 by all methods has the highest value. In
contrast, the smallest standard deviation is found for X3.
In summary, Table 7 indicates that the estimated parameter
uncertainties of MPSO are greater from those derived from
other optimization techniques. Although, the number of
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Fig. 10 Top: comparison
between GR4J simulated runoff
and in situ runoff, before and
after calibration by 5 different
algorithms. Down: comparison
between simulated dTWS
anomalies and GRACE derived
basin averaged dTWS before
and after calibration within the
Danube River Basin during
calibration and validation
periods (2003–2010). The Y
axes represent (differences
between) runoff and dTWS
while the X axes indicate time
successful runs of NSGA-II is found to be less than those
of PESA-II and SPEA-II, its other statistics are at the first
place with respect to other Pareto based multi-objective
algorithms but CGA method depict the better results in all
aspects. Table 8 summarizes some statistics that correspond
to the values of objective functions (NSQ and NSdTWS)
of final solution by all satisfactory runs. Considering these
values, one can conclude that all methods find almost the
same NS value for both Q and dTWS and the final solutions
are at the same distance to the optimum solution.
Tables 9 and 10 provide similar information as Tables 7
and 8, respectively, but for the validation period (2008-
2010). The results indicate that NSGA-II provides the least
number of satisfactory runs while PESA-II has the greatest
number. Comparing the statistics in Table 10 with Table 8,
one can see an increase in the minimum distance of the final
solutions to the optimum solutions, which can be expected
as the time series of runoff and dTWS are non-stationary
and the calibration during a short period might not capture
the behavior of their variations adequately enough.
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Fig. 11 Bi-plots of simulated
dTWS against GRACE derived
dTWS using the final calibration
values from the five optimization
algorithm. Results are ordered
as NSGA-II (top-left), MPSO
(top-right), PESA-II (middle-
left), SPEA-II (middle-right),
and CGA (bottom)
Table 3 Minimum and maximum standard deviation of the GR4J’s outputs due to propagation of model parameters using an ensemble of size 50
States Perturbed parameters
X1 (mm) X2 (mm) X3 (mm) X4 (days) X5 (%) X6 (%)
min max min max min max min max min max min max
S 3.00 23.83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.92 0 0
R 0 7.45 0.01 1.22 22.29 38.47 0 1.80 0 2.25 0 37.18
V 0 2.40 0 0 0 0 0 2.68 0 1.04 0 0
W 0 0.31 0 0 0 0 0 0.33 0 0.14 0 0
TWS 3.00 22.94 0.01 1.22 22.29 38.47 0 1.58 0 11.97 0 37.18
Q 0 0.16 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.22 0 0.06 0 0.05 0 1.21
At each time, only one parameter is perturbed and other parameters are set to the nominal values. The values of 226.23, 12.77, 587.66, 17.37,
0.32, and 0.34 are considered as nominal values of X1 to X6, respectively
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Table 4 Setup of the genetic algorithms used in this study
Population size 50
Generation size 60
Crossover rate 0.7
Selection method Roulette Wheel
Mutation rate 0.1
5.3 Best model runs and ﬁnal calibration solutions
Figure 7 displays the objective of Pareto solutions for
selected runs derived from the optimization methods and
the nearest solution to the reference solution (i.e., [NSQ =
1, NSdTWS = 1]) is highlighted in blue. The results
indicate a trade-off between NSQ nad NSdTWS in the
objective function space, which means an improvement in
one objective requires a degradation in another one. This
figures also shows that for all algorithms at the last iteration
Pareto archive solutions contain no inferior point, i.e., a
point in which improvement can be attained in all the
objectives. We find that calibration using NSGA-II results
in a much wider trade-off between both objectives. The
performance of the Pareto solutions varies between ∼0.2
and ∼0.6 for runoff and between ∼0.42 and ∼0.75 for
dTWS but the most variations are around 0.5 to 0.6 and
around 0.42 to 0.67 respectively for Q and dTWS. Also
generally all algorithms depict the same trade-off in dTWS
objective function and the main differences correspond to
calibrations using runoff data.
Figure 8 shows the behavior of objective functions that
correspond to the selected solution (or the best run). The
results illustrate the final fit of the model run, i.e., the
Euclidean distance to the reference solution, after each
iteration. In other words, Fig. 8 illustrates the procedure
of the convergence of the four multi-objective algorithms
and the CGA used in this study. For all methods after
an increasing in the trend of both objective and some
fluctuations in the initial iterations, the objective functions
are found to oscillate around the average value of two
objective functions so that by increasing one the other one
decreases. The mean value of the two objective functions
is found to be 0.6 except for PESA-II, which suggests the
average value of 0.55 and these results accommodate with
the final value of objective functions at the last iteration (see
Table 11).
In the following, we show the NS coefficient and its
evolutions after each iteration correspond to NSGA-II,
MPSO, PESA-II and SPEA-II, as well as CGA algorithms.
Note that the NS values vary between −∞ and 1 (with
1 being the optimum value), and one might expect an
increasing trend in the evolution of NS plots against
iteration numbers that shows the convergence of these
algorithms to the optimal value. We find that MPSO, PESA-
II, and CGA find the optimum solution faster than the
other techniques. The distances between selected optimum
solutions and the real optimal value are also depicted in
Fig. 8, for which we observe a descending trend derived
from all methods. The smallest distance is derived for
NSGA-II and MPSO.
The values of both objective functions, which represent
the fitness of each calibration variable on the calibration
and validation periods at the last iteration of best run are
summarized in Table 11. Equation 16 is used to select
the best run and its final solution from its Pareto archive.
[56] showed that model performance can be evaluated
as “satisfactory” for a monthly time step if NS >
0.50. Calculated performance criterion for all methods
is in the range of satisfactory for both calibration and
validation periods. The final estimated parameters of each
method is also presented in Table 11. It can be seen that
Table 5 Results of calibration (2003-2007) and validation (2008-2010) of the GR4J model using its original 4 parameters with the warm up of
2000–2003, and an independent run with six parameters without warm-up period
Method Calibration Estimated parameters NS NS of NS of
variable X1 (mm) X2 (mm) X3 (mm) X4 (days) X5 (%) X6 (%) Variable calibration Validation
Runoff 812.33 7.12 206.85 13.86 Runoff 0.56 0.55
GA with dTWS 0.68 0.37
warm up dTWS 425.87 -15 1048.95 30 Runoff -3.16 -4.60
dTWS 0.72 0.37
Runoff 294.64 9.67 353.55 11.85 0.46 0.34 Runoff 0.61 0.54
GA without dTWS 0.32 0.39
warm up dTWS 456.93 -7.05 2903.83 23.79 0.32 0.23 Runoff -2.23 -3.79
dTWS 0.76 0.17
In each case, once runoff and the other time TWS anomalies (dTWS) are separately used for calibration using a single-objective genetic algorithm
optimization technique as in Table 4
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Table 6 Setup of the multi-objective algorithms
Algorithm Parameter value Algorithm Parameter value
NSGA-II Population size 50 PESA-II Initial population size 50
Crossover rate 0.9 Crossover rate 0.8
Mutation rate 0.1 Mutation rate 0.2
Selection method Tournament Selection External archive size 50
Number of iterations 60 Number of iterations 60
MPSO Population size 50 SPEA-II Initial population size 50
Cognitive constant 1 Crossover rate 0.7
Social constant 2 Mutation rate 0.3
External archive size 50 External archive size 50
Number of iterations 60 Number of iterations 60
Table 7 Statistics derived from the 50 different runs of the multi-objective calibration algorithms
NSGA-II MPSO PESA-II SPEA-II CGA
SR 33 31 47 49 49
σX1(mm)/σ˜X1 367.568 / 0.09 352.980 / 0.09 278.257 / 0.07 312.257 / 0.08 300.10 / 0.07
σX2(mm)/σ˜X2 2.283 / 0.08 3.620 / 0.12 2.823 / 0.09 2.933 / 0.10 2.12 / 0.07
σX3(mm)/σ˜X3 116.479 / 0.03 216.306 / 0.06 6.359 / 0.05 3.881 / 0.05 2.21 / 0.03
σX4(day)/σ˜X4 3.359 / 0.11 10.636 / 0.36 6.359 / 0.21 3.881 / 0.13 2.21 / 0.07
σX5(%)/σ˜X5 3.7 / 0.04 32.3 / 0.32 14.5 / 0.15 6.6 / 0.07 3.3 / 0.03
σX6(%)/σ˜X6 4.3 / 0.04 12.3 / 0.12 4.5 / 0.05 3.8 / 0.04 3.0 / 0.03
The runs with NS < 0.4 are excluded from our uncertainty estimation. The calibrated values of model parameters using each algorithm are reported in Table 11
Table 8 Calculated minimum, maximum and mean of NSQ, NSdT WS and distance to optimum NS using satisfactory runs (SR) of calibration
period
Variable Statistic NSGA-II MPSO PESA-II SPEA-II CGA
NSQ Min 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.49
Mean 0.51 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.56
Max 0.57 0.63 0.59 0.59 0.60
NSdT WS Min 0.45 0.46 0.53 0.60 0.58
Mean 0.66 0.59 0.63 0.65 0.64
Max 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.71
d Max 0.74 0.75 0.67 0.62 0.60
Mean 0.60 0.63 0.60 0.58 0.57
Min 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.53
Table 9 Statistics of the satisfactory runs during the validation period
NSGA-II MPSO PESA-II SPEA-II CGA
SR 13 22 40 36 34
σX1(mm)/σ˜X1 108.93 / 0.03 65.872 / 0.02 91.608 / 0.02 85. 60 / 0.02 105.91 / 0.03
σX2(mm)/σ˜X2 1.47 / 0.05 1.965 / 0.07 1. 78 / 0.06 1.69 / 0.06 1.2 / 0.04
σX3(mm)/σ˜X3 100.99 / 0.03 132.756 / 0.04 127.049 / 0.04 105.57 / 0.03 103.00 / 0.03
σX4(day)/σ˜X4 2.98 / 0.10 10.630 / 0.36 6.101 / 0.21 3.73/ 0.13 2.21 / 0.07
σX5(%)/σ˜X5 3.0 / 0.03 38.4 / 0.38 15.6 / 0.16 7.0 / 0.07 6.0 / 0.06
σX6(%)/σ˜X6 3.0 / 0.03 11.2 / 0.11 3.5 / 0.03 2.0 / 0.02 2.0 / 0.02
The runs with NS < 0.4 are excluded from the calculation of uncertainty values
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Table 10 Calculated minimum, maximum and mean of NSQ, NSdT WS and distance to optimum NS using satisfactory runs (SR) of validation
period
Variable Statistic NSGA-II MPSO PESA-II SPEA-II CGA
NSQ Min 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.41 0.46
Mean 0.51 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.52
Max 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.55
NSdT WS Min 0.41 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.41
Mean 0.49 0.53 0.52 0.52 0.53
Max 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.55
d Max 0.78 0.74 0.77 0.76 0.76
Mean 0.71 0.69 0.70 0.70 0.66
Min 0.66 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.64
different parameter sets are estimated after applying various
optimization methods, which indicate that this hydrological
model calibration problem has no unique solution.
In the following, we assess the four multi-objective
techniques NSGA-II, MPSO, PESA-II and SPEA-II, as
well as CGA to calibrate GR4J model, and the results of
calibration are compared with the observed GRACE TWS
anomalies and the in situ runoff data (see Fig. 9). The
results indicate that the simulations fairly well catch the
peaks of both dTWS and runoff time series, for example,
the differences (observation minus simulation) in high peaks
of dTWS are reduced in all methods, i.e., the value of
121.7 mm in 2006 reduced to 83.48, 88.33, 95.9, 82.71, and
66.84 after calibration the model using NSGA-II, MPSO,
PESA-II, SPEA-II and CGA, respectively. In Table 11, the
numerical statistics are presented, which indicate that the
five optimization techniques are only slightly different.
Differences between GRACE dTWS and in situ runoff
and their corresponding simulated values before and after
calibration are depicted in Fig. 10. The runoff results
(Fig. 10 (top)) indicate that the magnitude of differences
is reduced by 25% (75% improvement). For dTWS, the
improvement reaches to 50%, see Fig. 10 (bottom). We
still find seasonality in the residual time series, which
indicates that calibration only is not able to account for
basins complex hydrological processes. Nevertheless, a
comparison of Figs. 9 and 10 indicates that calibration
considerably mitigates errors in amplitude and timing of
model simulations.
In order to illustrate the detailed differences between
model simulations and observations, in Fig. 11 we show
the bi-plots of simulated GR4J dTWS against GRACE
dTWS and in Fig. 12 simulated runoff values against in situ
observations. These figures justify which optimization
technique results in less errors. The results indicate that
applying CGA and MPSO respectively provides the best
and worst dTWS results with the overall fitness, i.e., the
normalized root mean square error, of 88.5 and 72.5%
and the RMSE values of 25.64 and 36.79 (mm/day), see
Fig. 11. Calibration results for the runoff simulations from
the five assessed optimization techniques are found to be
very similar, i.e., the overall fitness of 61.4% (PESA-II)
to 66.6% (NSGA-II), and the RMSEs are found to be ∼
0.2 mm/day see Fig. 12. Generally, the match of runoff
simulations with observations are found to be less than those
of dTWS.
Finally, as an example, the GR4J’s runs after implement-
ing the NSGA-II optimization are shown in Fig. 13. In each
Table 11 Final NS coefficient during the calibration (2003–2007) and validation (2008–2010) periods
Method NSCalibration NSV alidation Estimated Parameters
Q dTWS Q dTWS X1(mm) X2(mm) X3(mm) X4(days) X5(%) X6(%)
NSGA-II 0.55 0.64 0.52 0.51 548.72 8.49 299.81 12.90 49 35
MPSO 0.60 0.59 0.54 0.53 312.90 14.95 690.80 17.51 17 33
PESA-II 0.55 0.53 0.53 0.52 317.00 14.29 669.66 16.67 77 22
SPEA-II 0.56 0.63 0.51 0.53 481.44 11.29 423.30 16.40 49 32
CGA 0.57 0.69 0.55 0.55 950.67 6.18 169.55 13.94 44 40
Results correspond to the five methods assessed here
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Fig. 12 Bi-plots of simulated
runoff against observed runoff
using the final calibration values
from each optimization
algorithm. Results are orders as
NSGA-II (top-left), MPSO (top-
right), PESA-II (middle-left),
SPEA-II (middle-right), and
CGA (bottom)
Fig. 13 Modeled and observed
runoff (top), modeled and
GRACE dTWS (bottom). In
both plots, model parameters are
estimated using the NSGA-II
method (blue: observations,
black: best simulation run,
green: all accepted runs)
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Table 12 Calculated metrics for different multi-objective calibration
methods
Method NPS GD SP MS
NSGA-II 50 0.1731 1.7E-16 2.5946
MPSO 50 0.1155 7.1E-16 2.0399
PESA-II 50 0.1262 3.8E-16 0.9311
SPEA-II 50 0.1608 5.2E-16 0.8503
plot, we show those solutions that correspond to the NS
of greater than 0.4 for both dTWS and Q to estimate the
uncertainties. The best simulated run is plotted in red lines
and the blue lines correspond to the observations. From
the results, one can conclude that the runoff simulations
exhibit bigger fluctuations (compared to the observations)
than those of dTWS, indicating the fact that the GR4J’s
runoff simulations are more sensitive to the model parame-
ters. However, the implemented calibration techniques show
satisfactory skills to simulate both dTWS and runoff values
with acceptable accuracy.
5.4 Performancemetrics and comparisons
In the following, statistics derived from implementing
each introduced optimization method is discussed with the
summary presented in Table 12. The number of discovered
non-dominated solutions of all methods is found to be 50,
which indicate all algorithms provide similar cardinality.
Considering the values of generational distances (GDs), we
find that MPSO provides the lowest distance between the
Pareto-optimal solutions and estimated Pareto solutions and
that of NSGA-II yields the biggest. Therefore, the MPSO’s
solutions are found to be the nearest ones to the reference
solutions and provide the best accuracy. NSGA-II is found
to provide better statistics, while considering SP (spacing
metric) andMS (maximum spread), which indicate although
this algorithm provides slightly worse accuracy, compared
to the other techniques, it results in better diversity. The
values in Tables 7 and 9 are used to rank the quality of
the optimization techniques that are shown in Table 13,
from which the CGA, NSGA-II, PESA-II, SPEA-II, and
MPSO methods can be ranked from the first to the fifth
place. Comparing the ranks in the calibration and validation
steps, the first conclusion of this table is that the best
estimated solutions during calibration may not necessarily
provide the best results in the validation period. This means
that it is impossible to find a unique parameter set that
gives the best simulation and evaluation results, but instead
several parameter sets give similarly good model results
when evaluated by the observations in terms of different
performance criteria [33, also see the discussions in].
As it often happens in calibration experiences, the
performance of all optimization methods is worsen in the
validation period. for example, according to Tables 7 and
9, percentage of the satisfactory runs in the calibration
are found to be 66, 62, 94, 98, and 98%, which
respectively decreases to 39, 71, 85, 73, and 69%.
Results are reported for the NSGA-II, MPSO, PESA-
II, SPEA-II, and CGA methods, respectively. The results
of all optimizations techniques are however statistically
significant and acceptable.
6 Summary and conclusions
Hydrological model calibration is an essential computational
process to ensure the consistency of model simulations with
real world observations. However, limited ability of obser-
vations in representing the complexity of the water cycle
and also restricted ability of calibration (optimization) tech-
niques introduce limitations in constructing models with
reliable simulation/forecast skills. To address these prob-
lems, we assess the application of daily Total Water Storage
(dTWS) changes derived from the Gravity Recovery And
Table 13 Ranking of methods
based on the standard deviation
of main 4 parameters of GR4J
and satisfied runs of model
Parameter Period NSGA-II MPSO PESA-II SPEA-II CGA
Satisfactory runs Calibration 3 4 2 1 1
Validation 5 4 1 2 3
X1 Calibration 5 4 1 3 2
Validation 5 1 3 2 4
X2 Calibration 2 5 3 4 1
Validation 2 5 4 3 1
X3 Calibration 2 5 4 3 1
Validation 1 5 4 3 2
X4 Calibration 2 5 4 3 1
Validation 2 5 4 3 1
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Climate Experiment (GRACE) and daily in situ runoff data
to calibrate the 4-parameter hydrological model GR4J. We
first show that using a single-objective calibration method
that only considers either dTWS or runoff data for cali-
brating GR4J does not satisfy an accurate simulation of the
other variable. Table 5 represents the results of calibration
of GR4J using a simple single-objective genetic algorithm.
Therefore, five multi-objective techniques are applied to
calibrate GR4J against both GRACE and runoff data.
Four evolutionary optimization techniques, including
NSGA-II, MPSO, PESA-II, and SPEA-II, and the Com-
bined objective function and Genetic Algorithm (CGA) are
tested for calibration. The results indicate that all of the
assessed optimization techniques provide satisfactory per-
formance in both simulation (2003–2007) and validation
(2008–2010) periods. We, however, use a number of quality
metrics that are discussed in the previous sections (see the
numerical results, e.g., in Table 12) to rank the four evolu-
tionary optimization techniques that create Pareto-frontier.
In summary, according to the diversity based metrics (i.e.,
maximum spread, MS, and spacing, SP), NSGA-II method
selected as the best method. MPSO is ranked first accord-
ing to the accuracy metric (i.e., generational distance, GD).
Finally, the performance of all algorithms is found the same,
while considering the cardinality measure (i.e., number of
Pareto solutions, NPS).
In Table 13, the rankings of the five optimization algo-
rithms are summarized that correspond to the estimation of
the main 4 parameters of GR4J, which are summarized in
Tables 7 and 9. In other words, here we consider the statis-
tics (e.g., satisfactory runs and standard deviations) that are
estimated for the GR4J’s 4 parameters to rank the optimiza-
tion techniques. The results indicate that CGA generally
performs the best and MPSO is placed in the last rank for
calibrating GR4J using GRACE dTWS and in situ runoff
data.
Among the calibrated parameters, we observe that
the standard deviation of X1 and X3 is the highest
in both calibration and validation periods, which likely
indicate the sensitivity of the model simulations to these
parameters, see Tables 7 and 9. We also add two new
parameters that account for the initial states, correspond
to the production store and the routing store. These two
parameters are calibrated to avoid the model warm-up
period. Our results indicate that both parameters can
be successfully calibrated and their effect on the model
simulations can only be detected during the first two years
of the model runs. According to Table 11, as expected,
no unique set of optimum values is found for the GR4J’s
parameters indicating that there is no unique solution for
this optimization problem.
After calibration, the GR4J model satisfactory describes
the mean runoff behavior. But runoff extremes and low
flow periods were not properly estimated. This is likely
due to the limitation of the current implementation of
GR4J in representing hydro-meteorological processes like
snow accumulation and snow-melt. Therefore, we conclude
that although adding GRACE dTWS can improve model
simulations, to achieve an efficient simulation of runoff and
to a less extent water storage, the structure of GR4J model
must be improved. In the light of these results, we do not
recommend this version of GR4J to study flood inundation
or extremes in the Danube River Basin.
As discussed in the method section, the uncertainty
analysis of this paper only shows a minimum level of
uncertainty associated with the model structure. This
uncertainty is shown in terms of parameters ranges of
the Pareto front solutions, and/or a band of model
simulations. Therefore, it is desirable to adopt more
robust methodologies to account for different sources of
uncertainty such as input data, parameters, and model
structure. A possible solution is to extend the experiments
by involving error probabilities in the calibration procedure.
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